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Introduction  

The International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) has published in March 2020 an update [1] of the 

guidelines for limiting exposure to electromagnetic fields (100 kHz to 300 GHz). This white paper describes how to evaluate the 

compliance regarding the basis restrictions of ICNIRP by numerical field simulation with the simulation software Altair Feko™.    

ICNIRP distinguishes between basis restrictions and reference levels. The basic restrictions relate to physical quantities that are 

closely related to the absorption inside the human body. These physical quantities inside an exposed body cannot be easily 

measured, so quantities that are more easily evaluated have been derived. These reference levels related to electromagnetic field 

values outside the human body are sufficient conditions but not necessary conditions in the ICNIRP evaluation process. If 

reference levels are exceeded, it will be enough to proof compliance regarding basis restrictions. In this white paper we focus on 

the more challenging approach to evaluate basic restrictions using numerical simulation with human body models. And we do not 

consider here frequencies lower 10 MHz, where also nerve stimulation matters, which is considered in [1] with additional basic 

restrictions for induced E-fields inside the body. 

Physical Quantities for Basic Restrictions in ICNIRP 2020 

The specific absorption rate (SAR) is defined as the time derivative of the incremental energy consumption by heat absorbed in 

an incremental mass. For biological tissues or organs, which are considered as dielectric lossy material and magnetically 

transparent material (µr =1) the SAR [W/kg] can be evaluated from 

𝑆𝐴𝑅 =
𝜎⌊𝐄⌋2

𝜌
        (1) 

where  is the conductivity [S/m] and E is the rms of the internal electric field [V/m]. SAR describes the temperature rise, when heat 

exchange mechanisms such as convection, thermal conduction and blood perfusion are neglected: 

𝑆𝐴𝑅 = 𝐶 
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
         (2) 

 
with the specific heat capacity C [J / (kg °C)] of the tissue, the temperature T [°C] and the duration of exposure t [s]. ICNIRP 

distinguishes between the whole-body average SAR and the SAR10g values. The whole-body average SAR is the total power 

absorbed in the whole body divided by the body mass: 

𝑤ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒 − 𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑆𝐴𝑅 =  
∫ 𝜎⌊𝐄⌋2 

𝑊𝐵
𝑑𝑣

∫ 𝜌
 

𝑊𝐵
𝑑𝑣

     (3) 
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SAR10g is defined as the total power absorbed in a 10-g cubic volume divided by 10 g: 

𝑆𝐴𝑅10𝑔 =  
∫ 𝜎⌊𝐄⌋2 

𝑉10𝑔
𝑑𝑣

∫ 𝜌
 

𝑉10𝑔
𝑑𝑣

       (4) 

 

For tissues with same mass density as water ( = 1000 kg/m3) the 10g cube has dimensions 2.15cm x 2.15cm x 2.15cm. In IEEE 

norms additionally a SAR1g value is specified, which corresponds to a 1cm x 1cm x 1cm cube.  

Since ICNIRP requires that in any 10g volume the threshold of 2 W/kg (in head and torso) resp. 4 W/kg (in limbs) will not be 

exceeded, it is necessary to find the cube with maximum local spatial-peak SAR10g. This optimization to identify the worst case 

cube position will be done internally by the Feko solver, if in the SAR request the calculation option “Spatial-peak SAR of a 10g 

cube” is selected (see figure 1). The user can specify in which region the optimizer should search the maximum peak-SAR. Figure 

2 shows the cubes for peak SAR10g and peak SAR1g in a human body model exposed to a WLAN antenna at 5.9 GHz. The SAR 

distribution in a cut plane is plotted in figure 3. Due to the small penetration depth at 5.9 GHz the main absorption appears directly 

under the skin and not inside the body.  

 
 

    

 

Figure 1 – SAR request in CADFEKO Figure 2 – peak SAR visualization Figure 3 – SAR distribution 5.9 GHz  

 
 
For frequencies between 6 GHz and 300 GHz the SAR10g value is not the best quantity to evaluate local temperature rise, because 

the penetration depth p becomes relatively small (8.1 mm at 6 GHz and 0.23 mm at 300 GHz). Therefore, ICNIRP has defined the 

absorbed power density Sab [W/m2] in the basic restrictions: 

𝑆𝑎𝑏 =  ∬ 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦 ∫ 𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) 𝑆𝐴𝑅 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) 𝑑𝑧 𝐴⁄
𝑧𝑚𝑎𝑥

0

 

𝐴
 ,     (5) 

 
where the body surface is at z = 0, A is the averaging area [m2] and zmax is the depth of the body at the corresponding region. A 

square 2 cm x 2 cm region is used for the averaging area of the absorbed power and energy density basic restrictions. 

Alternatively, the Poynting vector S can be used to compute the absorbed power density using 

𝑆𝑎𝑏 =  ∬ 𝑅𝑒[𝑺]  ∙  𝑑𝑠 𝐴⁄ =  ∬ 𝑅𝑒[𝑬 × 𝑯∗]  ∙  𝑑𝑠 𝐴⁄  
 

𝐴
 

 

𝐴
    (6) 

 
In the case of the far field or transverse electromagnetic (TEM) plane wave, there is the additional option to derive Sab from 

𝑆𝑎𝑏 =  (1 − |Γ|2) 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑐        (7) 

with the incident power density Sinc [W/m2] and the reflection coefficient  derived from the dielectric properties of the tissues, 

shape of the body surface, incident angle and polarization.  

For application where rapid temperature rises in short time intervals (< 6 min) have to be considered, ICNIRP [1] describes 

additional conditions for the specific energy absorption (SA) [J/m3] and the absorbed energy density Uab [J/m2],  

𝑆𝐴 =  ∫ 𝑆𝐴𝑅(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
𝑡2

𝑡1
  and    𝑈𝑎𝑏 =  ∫ 𝑆𝑎𝑏(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

𝑡2

𝑡1
     (8) 
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which can be derived by temporal integration of the SAR resp. Sab.  

 

Simulation Methods 

Altair Feko™ offers several methods to evaluate the ICNIRP basic restrictions inside human body models: 

• Surface Equivalence Principle (SEP) in combination with Methods of Moments (MoM) or Multi Level Fast Multipole 

Methods (MLFMM) 

• Finite Element Method (FEM) 

• Greens Function (GF) for spherical and planar structures 

• Impedance Sheet Method 

The default method to model dielectric bodies in Feko is the Surface Equivalent Principle (SEP) which introduces equivalent electric 

and magnetic currents on the surface of a closed dielectric body. The surface of such bodies can be arbitrarily shaped and is 

discretized using triangle elements. The triangle mesh length should be small with respect to the wavelength of the medium with 

lower permittivity at the boundary surface between both media. Therefore, for homogenous models in free space the meshing rules 

regarding free space wavelength can be applied, which is an advantage over FEM, where the wavelength inside the medium has to 

be considered for meshing. 

The FEM is using tetrahedron elements to model a dielectric volume. Feko has implemented hybrid MoM/FEM and MLFMM/FEM 

solvers for efficient simulation models which contain dielectric bodies (FEM part) and large free space regions (MoM or MLFMM 

part). The MoM part of the solution is calculated first, which results in equivalent magnetic and electric currents that form the 

radiation boundary of the FEM region. Especially the FEM is well suited to the modelling of inhomogeneous dielectric bodies.  

For simple geometries like planar or spherical structures the Greens Function (GF) is available in Feko. It is using analytical 

solutions and therefore it is highly suitable to generate reference solutions for validation of other numerical methods. 

Another approach is the Impedance Sheet Model. It defines an impedance boundary condition on the surface of the dielectric. Its 

advantage over SEP is lower memory requirement. On the other hand, the method is not able to compute the exact field 

distribution inside the dielectric body. But it can evaluate average SAR and absorbed power density for high frequency applications 

(> 6 GHz). In the 2nd case Sab can be computed from the peak current density Js [A/m2] and the surface impedance Zs [] from  

𝑆𝑎𝑏 =  ∬ 0.5 ∙ 𝑅𝑒[𝑍𝑠]  ∙  |𝑱𝑠|2𝑑𝑠 𝐴⁄  
 

𝐴
      (9) 

The equivalent surface impedance Zs for a dielectric medium with relative permittivity r, conductivity  at a specific angular 

frequency  = 2∙f d is given by  

𝑍𝑠 =  √
𝜇0

𝜀0𝜀𝑟−𝑗
𝜎

𝜔

         (10) 

The examples in the following section show how these different approaches can be applied in Feko simulations.  

 

 

Feko Simulation Examples 

 

Example 1, Sphere Model with Greens Function and SEP.  

The first example is described in IEC/IEEE 62704-4 [2]: At 900 MHz a homogeneous sphere (r = 100 mm, r = 41.5,  = 0.97 S/m,  

r = 1000 kg/m3, m = 4.18879 kg) is exposed to a plane EM wave (|E| = 100 V/m). The Greens Function is an analytical solution 

based on spherical vector wave functions composed of spherical Bessel and associated Legendre functions. It is very efficient, 

since no mesh elements are required for the dielectric sphere.    
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Figure 4 – Mie sphere model (900 MHz) for Greens Function and SEP with mesh edges /8, /16, /24 

For these parameters in the analytical solution the absorbed power is 389 mW which means that the avg. SAR = 92.8669 mW/kg. 

The peak SAR10g is 231.39 mW/kg. Figure 4 shows the Mie sphere model for GF and for 3 different mesh models of SEP.  At this 

frequency the /8 mesh is not fine enough to approximate the curvature of the sphere. Also, it is possible to visualize the spatial 

distribution of SAR. In Figure 5 for both methods the SAR distributions are plotted on a sphere with r = 95 mm (5mm under the 

outer surface of the dielectric) and shows very good correlation between analytical and numerical solution.  

 
 

Figure 5 – SAR distribution at r = 95mm for SEP and GF 
Figure 6 – “Touch” and “tilted” position of mobile phone at 

SAM head phantom model 

 

Example 2, SAM head model with SEP.  

The homogeneous SAM model is an established standard model and is described in IEC 62209-2 [3] and IEEE Std 1528 [4]. Also, 

it is used for model verification in IEC/IEEE 62704-4 [2] at frequencies 835 MHz and 1.9 GHz. The dimensions of the SAM phantom 

have been derived from selected 90th percentile male head data reported by Gordon et al. [5]. The radiated power of the antenna 

is defined as 1 W and the antenna model is described in Beard et al. [6]. The “tilted” position is rotated 15° relative to the “touch” 

position (see figure 6). The homogeneous material parameters of the SAM are r = 41.5,  = 0.9 S/m at 835 MHz and r = 40.0,  = 

1.4 S/m at 1.9 GHz. The results for the peak SAR10g in table 1 show that they are quite sensitive on the position of the mobile 

phone relative to the head model.  

 

Table 1: Peak SAR 10g  835 MHz “touch” 835 MHz “tilted” 1.9 GHz “touch” 1.9 GHz “tilted” 

Feko simulation (SEP) 5.3 W/kg 3.4 W/kg 4.8 W/kg  6.8 W/kg 

Reference (IEC/IEEE 62704-4) 5.05 W/kg 4.09 W/kg 6.07 W/kg 7.86 W/kg 

 

The corresponding results for the peak SAR1g are shown in table 2: 
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Table 2: Peak SAR 1g  835 MHz “touch” 835 MHz “tilted” 1.9 GHz “touch” 1.9 GHz “tilted” 

Feko simulation (SEP) 7.5 W/kg 4.9 W/kg 8.3 W/kg  12.0 W/kg 

Reference (IEC/IEEE 62704-4) 7.17 W/kg 6.28 W/kg 10.7 W/kg 14.5 W/kg 

 

As expected, the peak SAR1g values are higher, because of the smaller averaging volume of 1g. The SAM models (SEP and FEM) 

are available for Altair customers in the knowledge base under https://connect.altair.com [7]. The SEP-simulation is quite efficient 

with:   

• Runtime: 107 s at 835 MHz and 228 s at 1.9 GHz and 

• Memory requirements: 278 MByte at 835 MHz and 1.72 GByte at 1.9 GHz. 

 

Example 3, Visible Human Model with FEM 

The Visible Human Project of the U.S. national library of medicine [8] has created publicly available complete, anatomically 

detailed, three-dimensional representations of a human body created from MRI, CT and anatomical images. From this data the 

FEM model shown in figure 7 is derived for EM simulation. It includes 40 different tissue types with dielectric properties and mass 

densities based on Gabriel et al. [9] and available from publicly accessible databases [10,11]. The frequency dispersion 

characteristics are described by the Cole–Cole formulas [12]. The excitation is defined by a vertical polarized plane wave with 

power density Sinc = 1 W/m2 as described in IEC/IEE 62702-2 [13]. Frequencies between 30 MHz and 1 GHz and two plane wave 

directions (front, back) are considered. It is recommended to define a FEM air box around the body (left picture of figure 7). Then 

the boundary surface between the FEM region and the free space MoM region is meshed with less elements, because the 

maximum edge length for the mesh elements is related to the free space wavelength.  

 

Figure 7 – Visible Human Model with 40 different tissues and SAR distribution in a cut plane at 1 GHz 
 

The specific absorption rate is directly correlated to the conductivity of each tissue. Therefore, the SAR distribution for homogenous 

models is smoother than for inhomogeneous models as it can be seen in the cut plane SAR plots (f = 1 GHz) in figure 7. The 

material parameter definitions of IEEE Std 1528 [4] are used for the homogeneous model. However, this effect is less pronounced 

for the peak-SAR10g value because of the spatial averaging.  

In the investigated frequency range body resonance effects can be observed (see figure 8). For f = 75 MHz the body height (which 

is relevant for a vertical polarized wave) is near /2.    
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Figure 8 – SAR distribution for different frequencies for plane wave from front 

 

Also, this effect can be recognized in the whole-body average SAR values, which are about factor 4 higher at 75 MHz (figure 9).  

 

  

Figure 9 – Whole-body average SAR for visible human Figure 10 – Radar antenna model (76.5 GHz) 

 

Example 4, Child in front of a radar antenna (76.5 GHz)  

As mention before at frequencies higher than 6 GHz the absorbed power density Sab [W/m2] is the physical quantity, which needs to 

be considered. In this radar example (f = 76.5 GHz, P = 0.1 W) a dummy model of a child (age: 1 year) is placed in a distance of 175 

mm. This situation may arise if somebody with a baby stroller is crossing the street at a pedestrian crossing directly in front of a 

waiting car.  

For simplicity the child model is derived from a crash test dummy model. Because of the small penetration depth (< 0.4 mm) the 

impedances sheet model is appropriate. From the material properties of skin (r = 6.59,  =38.14 S/m selected from [10] at 76.5 GHz) 

the surface impedance is derived from equation (10). The simulation model of the radar antenna (see figure 10) and the child model 

has around 4 million triangle elements and can be solved with MLFMM in 18 hours using 205 GByte of memory.  

The left picture of figure 11 shows the power density distribution in a horizontal cut plane and makes shadow and reflection effects 

of this configuration visible. From the current density Js on the skin the absorbed power density Sab can be computed from equation 

(9). The result of the Sab distribution (without averaging) on the skin is shown from two different perspectives on the right-hand side 

of figure 11. The maximum value is 9.6 dBW/m2, which is 3.4 dB lower than the ICNIRP basic restriction (20 W/m2). Therefore, in this 

case, the ICNIRP requirements for basic restrictions are fulfilled (albeit with small safety margin). 
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Figure 11 – Incident power density of radar antenna (left) and absorbed power density on skin surface of child 

 

Validation Results 

In standards like IEC/IEEE 62704-4 [2] validation examples are defined in order to test the accuracy of simulation methods. In the 

example section already some validation results have been shown: In example 1 (Mie sphere) the required accuracy in [2] is set to 

2% for the total losses and 10% for the peak SAR values. Table 3 shows that this is fulfilled for the Feko results with the SEP 

model.  

 

Table 3: Mie sphere 
validation 900 MHz 

Total loss Average SAR Peak SAR Peak SAR1g Peak SAR10g 

Feko simulation (SEP) 387.18 mW 93.09 mW//kg 361.02 mW/kg 315.40 mW/kg 233.23 mW/kg 

Reference (IEC/IEEE 62704-4) 389 mW 92.87 mW/kg 383 mW/kg 314.52 mW/kg 231.39 mW/kg 

Required accuracy < 2% < 2% < 10% < 10% < 10% 

 

Note, that the reference solution of this example comes from an analytical solution. Therefore, it can be used for model validation at 

arbitrary frequencies. E.g. table 4 shows the results at 3 GHz:   

Table 4: Mie sphere 
validation 3 GHz 

Total loss Average SAR Peak SAR Peak SAR1g Peak SAR10g 

Feko simulation (SEP) 291.12 mW 69.55 mW//kg 833.96 mW/kg 499.52 mW/kg 304.45 mW/kg 

Reference (IEC/IEEE 62704-4) 291.36 mW  69.56 mW/kg 880 mW/kg 497.28 mW/kg 295.70 mW/kg 

Required accuracy < 2% < 2% < 10% < 10% < 10% 

 

In example 2 (SAM) the peak SAR results shall be within ±50 % of the mean values reported by [6], which corresponds to two 

times the reported standard deviation. Table 2 and Table 3 compare the Feko results with the reference values reported in 

IEC/IEEE 62704-4 und all results are in the required tolerance. 

The system performance check for a measurement with liquid in a flat phantom model setup (figure 12) is described in the 

standards IEEE Std 1528 [4] and IEC 62209-2 [3] and was taken over to IEC/IEEE 62704-4 [2]. The rectangular phantom is 

exposed under nearfield conditions with a dipole antenna with /4 stub. The simulations must be performed for 900 MHz and for 3 
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GHz. The peak SAR1g, the peak SAR10g and the feed-point impedance shall be evaluated. The deviation of the peak-SAR and the 

real part of the feed-point impedance from the values reported in [2] shall not be larger than ±10 %. The imaginary part of the feed-

point impedance shall be within ±5 Ω.  

 

Figure 12 – System performance check for simulation and measurement setup (rectangular phantom) 

 

In table 5 the Feko results for 900 MHz are compared with the reference levels and meet the required conditions. 

Table 5: Rectangular 
phantom model 900 MHz 

Peak SAR1g  Peak SAR10g Re(Z) Im(Z) 

Feko simulation (FEM) 11.028 W/kg 7.085 W//kg 49.68  2.62  

Reference (IEC/IEEE 62704-4) 10.9 W/kg 7.0 W/kg 49.9  2.3  

 

The same can be proofed for f = 3 GHz (table 6). 

Table 6: Rectangular 
phantom model 3 GHz 

Peak SAR1g  Peak SAR10g Re(Z) Im(Z) 

Feko simulation (SEP) 64.39 W/kg 26.07 W//kg 51.9  2.62  

Reference (IEC/IEEE 62704-4) 63.4 W/kg 25.6 W/kg 53.4  2.3  

 

Furthermore IEC/IEEE 62704-4 describes validation setups for a generic dipole antenna. It is not surprising that the simulated 

antenna parameters comply with the conditions (figure 13) from the standard. 

 

Figure 13 – Validation of generic dipole antenna 
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Another validation result was already shown in figure 9 for the visible human model. The reference values for the whole-body 

average SAR have been reported in IEC/IEEE 62704-2 [13]. Figure 9 shows a good correlation between Feko results and 

reference values. 

Local resonance effects  

For the visible human model of figure 7 the differences between homogeneous and inhomogeneous human body models have 

been mentioned. In order to proof compliance with measurements regarding standards like IEC 62209-2 [3] or IEEE Std 1528 [4] 

homogeneous standard models are described. IEC 62209-2 cites the International Committee for Electrical Safety with “The 

measurement of SAR in a homogenous phantom without a scaling factor is adequate to protect the publi“. There it is also described 

which local resonance effects could occur through inhomogeneous material distribution: “The reasons for the higher localized SAR 

values in heterogeneous tissue are standing wave effects which can occur under far-field-like exposure conditions if a tissue layer 

with low water content (hence low conductivity), such as fat, bone or breast tissue, is enclosed between two tissues with high water 

content, e.g., muscle, skin, most inner organs. etc. If the thickness of the low conductivity layer corresponds to approximately λ/4, 

the phase of the wave reflected at the following layer will lead to a standing wave with its maximum in the previous layer. This will 

lead to a significant increase of the local SAR. Even if the SAR is averaged over a cubical volume, which in this case will obtain a 

comparatively large amount of low conductivity tissue, the SAR measured in the same volume of homogeneous tissue-equivalent 

liquid will not yield a conservative exposure estimate” [3]. 

 
 

 

Figure 14 – Multilayer model to investigate local resonance effects 

These effects are described in detail in several papers [14], [15], [16]. They can be easily modeled and analyzed using the planar 

Greens Function approach in Feko. Figure 14 shows the Greens Function model of a multilayer setup which was proposed in [14]. 

The source is defined by a dipole antenna with distance 15 mm to the skin (Pt = 1 W). The frequency dependent material and 

density parameter of the seven tissues are chosen from the ITIS-database [10].    

At the coordinate z = 0 the skin surface is placed. The local SAR distribution along the negative z-axes has discontinuities because 

conductivity and density are discontinuous at the tissue boundaries. The different penetration depths for the 3 solutions at different 

frequencies can be recognized in figure 14. The graphs show that for low conductivity tissues like bone or fat the SAR values are 

lower, too. 

 

Figure 15 – Peak SAR10g over frequency and spatial SAR distribution at 2 GHz 
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The Greens Function model is very efficient and can be easily parametrized for parameter studies or identification of worst-case 

scenarios by applying optimization methods. The graph in figure 15 (left) represents the peak SAR10g for different frequencies 

between 500 MHz and 1 GHz. For a better physical understanding the spatial SAR distribution in the y-z-cut plane is plotted: At 2 

GHz a local maximum of SAR in the muscle layer can be identified.  

Uncertainty Analysis 

In order to evaluate complex physical measurands, which are affected by many parameters, it is recommended to perform an 

uncertainty analysis to characterizes the expected dispersion of values that the test result can assume. In IEEE Std 1528 [4] 

several parameters are identified, which could have an influence on the SAR evaluation in measurements: Field-probe calibration, 

field-probe positioning, temperature probe positioning, temperature probe drift/linearity, liquid conductivity, liquid specific heat, liquid 

density, liquid temperature, phantom shape, device holder perturbation, handset positioning, etc. Information on statistical methods 

for uncertainty analysis in measurements can be found in [17].  

 

Figure 16 – Input variables for Design of Experiments  

 

Also, in numerical simulation and modelling this kind of uncertainty analysis can be applied. The advantage here is that input 

parameters can be controlled much better than in measurements. A standard approach to setup this kind of investigation is Design 

of Experiments (DoE) [18]. It can be defined as a series of numerical tests in which purposeful changes are made to the input 

variables to investigate their effect upon the output responses and to get an understanding of the global behavior of a design 

problem. Here this approach is demonstrated with the SAM model (835 MHz) from example 2. To keep the example simple, three 

input variables are defined to vary the antenna position relative to the head model (figure 16). For each variable the statistical 

distribution can be defined. In this case we assume that dv01 (µ = 7.5°, s2= 14.0625°) and dv02 (µ = 61°, s2= 25°) have normal 

distribution and dv03 is uniformly distributed in the range from 0 mm to 20 mm. The stochastic DoE is controlled by the design 

exploration tool HyperStudy [18], which calls in each iteration the Feko solver. Three responses (average SAR, peak SAR1g and 

peak SAR10g) are evaluated in 100 runs of the DoE.    

 

 

Figure 17 – Stochastic analysis with Correlations, Pareto plot and Reliability function 

 

Several stochastic properties can be read from the result data in figure 17: There is a strong correlation between the three different 
SAR responses. Furthermore, the Pareto plot and the table of correlation coefficient show that the input variable dv03 has the 
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highest impact on the responses. The reliability analysis points out the probability that the responses exceed a defined level. E.g. in 
this configuration the probability to exceed a level of 6 W/kg for peak SAR1g is 12%.   

The DoE data could be used to train a regression model to predict the responses with data driven simulation. Such models can be 
realized for example with moving least square method, radial basis functions or deep neural networks. More details on such a 
machine learning approaches in computational electromagnetics can be found in [19]. 

 

Human Body models and Material Parameter  

Various human models have already been presented in the previous examples. Most of them are available for Altair customers at 

Altair Connect [7]. This database contains two articulated models: The Articulated Human has 26 geometric degrees of freedom, 

that can be parametrized to define different angular positions of the joints (see figure 18 on the right). Also, an Articulated Hand 

model with 16 degrees of freedom to move the fingers is available. One other option is to adapt models from crash simulation to 

electromagnetics. This was done in figures 2 and 3 with the HUMOS2 model and in figure 11 with the crash test dummy child 

model.  

Material parameter data for human tissue are available in online databases [10] and [11]. The material parameters of 

homogeneous models are specified in the standards [3] and [4] for the frequency range 300 MHz – 6 GHz. 

 

Figure 18 – Human body models: Articulated Human, Visible Human, child dummy, HUMOS2  

 

Conclusion  

This white paper gives a comprehensive overview, how to evaluate the basic restrictions in ICNIRP using field simulation with 

Feko. Several examples show which methods and models can used for different use cases in the most efficient way. Also, 

validation results are presented.  
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